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Background: Knowledge-Intensive Tasks

• Knowledge-Intensive Tasks
• Tasks that require access to large, external knowledge sources
• The knowledge sources can take various forms: plain text (e.g., Wikipedia passages), structured knowledge (e.g., tables)
• Solving knowledge-intensive tasks commonly follow a retrieve-and-read/generate paradigm.



Background: Retriever Learning

• Dense Retriever for Knowledge Selection 
• Query and each passage are encoded, relevancy is determined by the distance of their vectors
• Training is based on a contrastive loss, using triplets of query, a relevant passage, and a set of irrelevant passages
• Training involves both self-supervised and supervised learning



Challenges: Test-Train Overlapping

• Investigating Test-Train Overlapping (21EACL, Facebook)
• This work explores the test sets of three open-domain QA datasets 
• Two types of test-train overlap are identified: question and answer

• Question: a random subset annotated by humans;
• Answer: lexical similarities;

• Experiments are conducted on NaturalQuestions, TriviaQA, and 
WebQuestions; The knowledge source is Wikipedia passages

• All models perform significantly higher on memorizable questions;
• The drop is severe for almost all models, with an average absolute 

drop of 25% with respect to total performance. 

Lewis et al. (2021). Question and Answer Test-Train Overlap in Open-Domain Question Answering Datasets. EACL.



Challenges: Simple Query Rewriting

• Simple Query Rewriting (21EMNLP, Princeton)
• Exploring the retriever abilities to handle simple, entity-centric 

questions
• Collecting an evaluation benchmark using manually defined 

templates to convert Wikipedia facts, i.e., <subject, relation, object>
• It still clearly DPR is outperformed by BM25. The gaps are 

especially large on questions about person entities.

• The effects of entity frequency is further explored. 
• DPR representations are much better at representing the most 

common entities as well as entities observed during training

• What if the challenging queries can be seen during training?

Sciavolino et al. (2021). Simple Entity-Centric Questions Challenge Dense Retrievers. EMNLP.



Challenges: Zero-shot Retrieval

• BEIR: Zero-shot Retrieval Benchmark (21NeuIPS, UKP Lab)
• Organized a robust and heterogeneous benchmark comprising of 18 retrieval datasets for comparison and evaluation
• diverse text domains, broad topics, different query lengths (between 3 and 192 words) and document lengths (between 11 and 

635 words)

Thakur et al. (2021). BEIR: A Heterogenous Benchmark for Zero-shot Evaluation of Information Retrieval Models. NeuIPS.



Challenges: Zero-shot Retrieval

• BEIR: Zero-shot Retrieval Benchmark (21NeuIPS, UKP Lab)
• In-domain performance is not a good indicator for out-of-domain generalization.
• Dense retrieval models with issues for out-of-distribution data.
• Tradeoff between performance and retrieval latency

Thakur et al. (2021). BEIR: A Heterogenous Benchmark for Zero-shot Evaluation of Information Retrieval Models. NeuIPS.



Attempts: Synthetic data generation

• Large-scale Query Generation (21TACL, Facebook)
• PAQ (Probably-Asked Questions), automatically constructed using a question generation model and Wikipedia.
• The synthetic data can be used for training both open-book and closed-book QA 
• The query generation pipeline includes: passage selection model; answer extraction; question generator, and filtering

Lewis et al. (2021). PAQ: 65 Million Probably-Asked Questions and What You Can Do With Them. TACL.



Attempts: Synthetic data generation

• Large-scale Query Generation (21TACL, Facebook)
• PAQ (Probably-Asked Questions), automatically constructed using a 

question generation model and Wikipedia.
• The synthetic data can be used for training both open-book and 

closed-book QA
• Further address open-domain QA via question matching: directly 

using QA pair seen during training

Lewis et al. (2021). PAQ: 65 Million Probably-Asked Questions and What You Can Do With Them. TACL.



Attempts: Synthetic data generation

• Large-scale Query Generation (21TACL, Facebook)
• PAQ (Probably-Asked Questions), automatically constructed using a question generation model and Wikipedia.
• Experiments

Lewis et al. (2021). PAQ: 65 Million Probably-Asked Questions and What You Can Do With Them. TACL.



Attempts: Synthetic data generation

• Fined-Grained Pseudo Labeling (21Arxiv, UKP Lab)
• Query Generator used T5 model trained on MS-MARCO
• The generated synthetic data are used to provide pairwise supervision, instead of directly used for retriever learning
• This technique is claimed to alleviate false positive issues.

Wang et al. (2021). GPL: Generative Pseudo Labeling for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation of Dense Retrieval. ArXiv.



Attempts: Synthetic data generation

• Fined-Grained Pseudo Labeling (21Arxiv, UKP Lab)
• Query Generator used T5 model trained on MS-MARCO
• The proposed GPL outperforms Qgen (direct data augmentation), and can be combined with other target-domain 

approaches (e.g., Inverse Cloze Task, denoising auto-encoding)

Wang et al. (2021). GPL: Generative Pseudo Labeling for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation of Dense Retrieval. ArXiv.



Potentials: Diversified Query Generation

• Diversification (20ACL, IBM)
• The knowledge and query usually have many-to-many characteristics. 

This work focus on data augmentation for QA, instead of retrieval;
• Diverse yet accurate samples might yield better QA results than the 

current approach of optimizing for the “most likely” question;
• The diversified examples are generated using nucleus sampling

Sultan et al. (2020). On the Importance of Diversity in Question Generation for QA. ACL.



Potentials: Diversified Query Generation

• Diversification
• The diversified examples are generated using nucleus sampling
• Diversity-promoting question generation increase downstream QA performances
• QG metrics that only reward similarity with GT are negatively correlated with diversity

Sultan et al. (2020). On the Importance of Diversity in Question Generation for QA. ACL.



Potentials: Compositional Generalization

• Style transfer for compositional generalization (21ACL Finding)
• Multi-hop questions requires identifying and aggregating information from multiple documents to derive the question
• Modeling the reasoning process by decomposing a multi-hop question into several sub-questions

Huang et al. (2021). Latent Reasoning for Low-Resource Question Generation. ACL Findings.



Potentials: Compositional Generalization

• Style transfer for compositional generalization (21ACL Finding)
• Introduced non-parallel single-hop corpuses for joint optimization.
• Single-hop questions regularize the behavior of sub-question generation;
• We model single- and multi-hop QG in a unified way via backtranslation.

Huang et al. (2021). Latent Reasoning for Low-Resource Question Generation. ACL Findings.



Take away

1. The retriever is essential for knowledge-intensive tasks, while the gap between "query" and 
"documents" is not well addressed’;

2. Query generation is a promising direction to enhance retriever generalization abilities, while 
existing attempts mainly focus on question-type generation;

3. The task formulation and learning objectives of query generation model is under-explored, 
where diversification and compositional generalization could have potentials; 

4. The ultimate goal is to utilize "universal knowledge" for the tasks of interest. 


